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Mediation and Emotions: Perception and Regulation 
 
Charlie Irvine* and Laurel Farrington 
 
 
 
,QIRUPDWLRQ«KDVQRPHDQLQJXntil its significance is evaluated by a person.1 
 
Feeling ± emotionality ± is the sixth sense, the sixth critical human filter through 
which we make sense of the universe.2 
 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Mediation and more formal legal processes have much in common: their subject 
matter is disputes; their participants are disputants; and an independent third party 
plays a key part in their resolution. Yet there are significant differences.  In 
adjudicative processes that third party is the decision-maker; her perception of the 
IDFWVDQGHYDOXDWLRQRIZKDW LV MXVWDUHGHILQLWLYH 7KHSDUWLHV¶perceptions of facts 
and justice are secondary, and can quite reasonably be biased and self-serving.  In 
mediation the parties are the decision-makers.  Their perceptions of the facts and 
evaluations of justice carry the day. 
We argue that it is the necessity of this context (rather than personal inclination) 
that drives mediators to focus on the emotional realm.  As this chapter sets out, there 
are clear links between emotion and perception.  If parties are emotionally aroused by 
anger, fear or a sense of injustice it will influence their perceptions and thus their 
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 judgements about what is true or false, right or wrong.3  Formal adjudication sidesteps 
this phenomenon by delegating decision-making power to the third party, although 
some question the capacity of judges to immunise themselves against µFDWFKLQJ¶ WKH
emotions of others.4  Mediation imposes a different discipline: the job is not done 
until first and second party decision-makers agree. If emotions affect their 
perceptions, mediators have little choice but to work with those emotions until the 
SDUWLHV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV RI IDFWV DQG MXVWLFH RYHUODS VXIILFLHQWO\ IRU WKHP WR reach 
consensus.5 
Some years ago one of the authors of this chapter conducted a workplace 
mediation between two senior colleagues, a man and a woman with longstanding 
enmity.  The woman set out a litany of slights, offences and outrageous behaviour by 
the manZKRKDGµULVHQ WKURXJKWKHUDQNV¶RIWKHRUJDQLVDWLRQ.  In her eyes he was 
aggressive, loud and thoughtless.  He responded by cataloguing her many failings (in 
his eyes) as a senior manager.  She retorted that another senior colleague supported 
her view. The man seemed temporarily silenced; then shook his head and stood up, 
leaving the room.  He was clearly close to tears.   
The woman was astonisKHG  6KH VDLG µ7KDW¶V QRW %RE. 6   ,¶YH NQRZQ KLP
eighteen years and ,¶YHQHYHUVHHQKLPOLNHWKDW¶.  Although the man was considerably 
embarrassed by the episode it transformed the atmosphere of the mediation.  There 
followed a period of mutual problem-solving for which both parties took 
responsibility.  Ultimately they wrote an agreement about how they would work 
together in future. This episode illustrates both the significance of emotions and their 
µUHFXUVLYH¶ TXDOLW\ ZKLOH WKH HQYLURQPHQW PD\ WULJJHU WKH HPRWLRQ µHPRWLRQV FDQ
DQGRIWHQGRFKDQJHWKHHQYLURQPHQW¶7 
Mediation provides a useful lens through which to consider the place of emotion 
in disputes.  Its multi-disciplinary roots embrace law, psychology, economics, 
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 international relations and, more recently, neuroscience.8  Mediators themselves have 
shown ambivalence about emotions, with practice lurching between fascination9 and 
denial.  Indeed, one prominent pioneer even questioned the usefulness of emotional 
information.10  Commercial mediators have tended to stress pragmatic solutions and 
efficiency.  As the chapter by Clare Huntington shows, 11  other domains, such as 
family law, favour mediation precisely because of its capacity to deal with emotional 
concerns. 
This chapter starts with an overview of the approach to emotion within the 
PHGLDWLRQµFDQRQ¶12 before considering two domains that hold promise: empathy and 
emotion regulation. Our perspective is shaped by findings from neuroscience and 
psychology suggesting that the distinction between emotion and rationality is a false 
dichotomy.13 In this view emotions play a key role in perception (how we receive data 
from the outside world) and judgement (how we evaluate those data). Both are central 
to the legal system, playing critical roles in establishing truth and justice. The chapter 
has three sections: 
x the developing understanding of emotion in mediation 
x the nature of empathy and its significance in mediation practice 
x the way in which emotional self-regulation is harnessed and supported by 
mediators.14 
We conclude that mediation offers the justice system a setting in which emotions are 
integrated into decision-making. For mediators, emotions are not just an unfortunate 
by-product of disputes but a key factor in their resolution, providing both information 
and motivation. We describe in some detail the operation of empathy and emotion 
regulation in mediation; this should prove useful both for mediators and others such 
as lawyers, judges and arbitrators who become HQPHVKHGLQRWKHUSHRSOH¶Vconflict. 
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 Review of 
General Psychology 271. 
  
 
 
II. MEDIATION AND EMOTION 
 
Law has long been waU\ RI HPRWLRQ µ%OLQG MXVWLFH¶ SRUWUD\V WKH LGeal judge as 
unaffected by human influence.  Maroney recognises µWKHWUDGitional view of emotion 
± a view strongly reflected in legal theory ± as a savage force that unseats rationality, 
GLVWRUWV MXGJPHQW PDQLIHVWV LQ LPSXOVLYH DJJUHVVLRQ DQG LPSHULOV VRFLDO ERQGV¶15  
This view chimes with older notions RI WKH SDVVLRQV¶ ULJKWful place as slave to 
reason,16 and serves to position law as the heir of Enlightenment ideas opposing 
rationality to emotion and superstition. As MacIntyre claims, µthe lawyers, not the 
SKLORVRSKHUVDUHWKHFOHUJ\RIOLEHUDOLVP¶.17 
Mediation and its close relation, negotiation, have been influenced by this 
history.  Many mediators are lawyers; after all, lawyers and the courts are gatekeepers 
WR DQG FRQVXPHUV RI WKHLU ZRUN  7KLV SRVLWLRQ µLQ WKH VKDGRZ RI WKH ODZ¶18 may 
explain why mediators have adopted significant elements RIWKHODZ¶Vapproach: ideas 
OLNHµQHXWUDOLW\¶ µZLWKRXW SUHMXGLFH¶DQG WKHJRDORID legally binding outcome.19  It 
may also account for their ambivalence about emotion: as Mayer says, µIRONZLVGRP
suggests that a negotiator (1) should avoid getting emotional and (2) is a passive 
UHFLSLHQWRIWKHZKLPVRIHPRWLRQ¶20 Meanwhile, Riskin states that:  
Negotiators ± especially those trained in law ± commonly address this problem 
by trying to exclude emotions from negotiation and to focus solely on so-called 
objective, rational factors, such as money.21   
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 Moore suggests mediators µQHXWUDOL]H¶DQJHU22 Strasser and Randolph assert that µWR
UHPDLQ LQ FRQIOLFW ZLWK DQRWKHUGHILHV UDWLRQDO VFUXWLQ\¶;23 Roberts claims mediators 
transform interactions by µHPERG\LQJ WKH SULQFLSOHV RI REMHFWLYLW\ DQG
UHDVRQDEOHQHVV¶.24 In a similar vein, Haynes sought to limit the reach of mediation on 
this groundµ&RQIOLFWRYHULVVXHVLVUHVROYDEOHLQPHGLDWLRQFRQIOLFWRYHUEHKDYLRXU
LVUHVROYDEOHLQWKHUDS\¶25 
Reviewing PHGLDWLRQ¶VDSSURDFKWRHPRWLRQ, we acknowledge different models 
RI SUDFWLFH  6RPH VXFK DV %XVK DQG )ROJHU¶V µ7UDQVIRUPDWLYH 0HGLDWLRQ¶ 26  and 
:LQVODGHDQG0RQN¶Vµ1DUUDWLYH0HGLDWLRQ¶27 are explained in a single volume. The 
µmainstream model¶28 is more diffuse, drawing inspiration from several sources, as we 
shall see below.  
 
A. The Mainstream Model 
Also known as the facilitative or problem-solving approach, this model is pervasive in 
the Western world.  Most mediation training uses it, although practitioners have 
adapted it to a range of contexts. 29   One canonical document is 7KH 0HGLDWRU¶V
Handbook, first published in 1982. 30  Evoking Quaker principles of consensual 
decision-making, its seven-step structure31 is surely one of the ILHOG¶V most influential 
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Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 2001) 
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29 The µIDFLOLWDWLYHHYDOXDWLYH¶ GHEDWH ZKLOH VLJQLILFDQW GRHV QRW SURSRVH D QHZ PRGHO UDWKHU LW LV
descriptive of variations within mainstream practice- sHH // 5LVNLQ µ8QGHUVWDQGLQJ 0HGLDWRUV¶
Orientations, Strategies, and Techniques: A Grid for the PerplexHG¶Harvard Negotiation Law 
Review  // 5LVNLQ µ'HFLVLRQ 0DNLQJ LQ 0HGLDWLRQ 7KH 1HZ 2OG *ULG DQG WKH 1HZ 1HZ *ULG
6\VWHP¶Notre Dame Law Review 1. 
30  JE Beer with E Stief, 7KH 0HGLDWRU¶V +DQGERRN 3rd edn (Gabriola Island, BC, New Society 
Publishers, 1997).  
31 1) Opening statement; 2) Uninterrupted time; 3) The exchange; 4) Setting the Agenda; 5) Building 
the Agreement; 6 and 7) Writing the Agreement and Closing: ibid, 4-5. 
 ideas.  The Handbook abounds with references to individual emotions,32 reflecting our 
observation above that, when clients are decision-makers, mediators must take them 
as they are:  
The mediator provides a structure for parties to increase honest communication, 
air emotions, and solve problems.  In effect mediation gives angry people a 
chance to bring out the best in themselves.33 
Unsurprisingly, among the characteristics and skills of a good mediator the Handbook 
lists µFRPIRUWDEOHZLWKKLJKHPRWLRQDUJXPHQWV LQWHUUXSWLRQV WHDUV¶.34  Its µFRQIOLFW
FRUH¶includes emotions such as annoyance and disagreement.35 Regarding goals, the 
Handbook reflects a common mediator aspiration to go beyond mere settlement. Its 
hope is IRU FRQIOLFW WR EH µWUDQVIRUPHG¶36 and among the characteristics of conflict 
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ LV µHDVLQJ WKHLU HPRWLRQDO VWDWH¶ 37  Three pages are devoted to 
emotionally difficult situations, including µH[WUHPHDQJHU¶µDQJXLVKFU\LQJ¶DQGµWKH
VLOHQWRQH¶.38 
It seems, then, that this founding document of mainstream mediation is at ease 
with emotion, treading DµYLDPHGLD¶EHWZHHQLQWUXVLRQDQGVXSSUHVVLRQµ$FFHSWEXW
GRQ¶WSUHVVIRUHPRWLRQV¶39 High or negative emotion is viewed as a manifestation of 
conflict; resolve the conflict and the emotion will reduce.  Mediators should condition 
themselves neither to over-react to, nor to ignore, emotional displays.  
Another keystone of mainstream mediation is a negotiation text: Fisher, Ury and 
3DWWRQ¶V Getting to Yes.40  Its core idea, µprincipled QHJRWLDWLRQ¶ has been widely 
adopted by mediators.  However, its first principle may have created an impression of 
discomfort with emotionV7KHLQMXQFWLRQWRµsHSDUDWHWKHSHRSOHIURPWKHSUREOHP¶41 
bears a VXUIDFH UHVHPEODQFH WR OHJDO QHJRWLDWRUV¶ FRQYHQWLRQDO ZLVGRP, described 
                                                        
32  For example, µaQJU\ DQG KRSHOHVV¶  µVWXEERUQ DQJU\¶ µIULHQGO\¶  µXSVHW¶  µXQHDV\¶ 
µDQ[LHW\¶  µDQQR\DQFH¶  µDQ[LHW\ DQJHU KRVWLOLW\ GHSUHVVLRQ DQG HYHQ YHQJHDQFH¶ 
µUHVHQWPHQWKDWUHGIUXVWUDWLRQMHDORXV\IHDURXWUDJHJULHI¶3DJHUHIHUHQFHVDUHWR%HHUDQG6WLHI
(n 30). 
33 Ibid, 9. 
34 Ibid, 23. 
35 Ibid, 11. 
36 A hope shared by the Transformative Mediation model- see Section IIB below. 
37 Beer and Stief (n 30) 15. 
38 Ibid, 84-86. 
39 Ibid, 39. 
40 R Fisher, W Ury and B Patton, Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreements without Giving In (London, 
Random House Business Books, 1991) 
41 Ibid, 17. 
 above, to exclude emotion and focus on facts.42 Its intention, however, is the opposite: 
µseparate the relationship from the substance; deal directly with the people 
SUREOHP¶.43 Emotion is a key concern: µ,QDQHJRWLDWLRQSDUWLFXODUO\DELWWHUSersonal 
GLVSXWHIHHOLQJVPD\EHPRUHLPSRUWDQWWKDQWDON¶44 Subsequent guidance resembles 
emotion regulation:45 µ)LUVW UHFRJQLVH DQG XQGHUVWDQG HPRWLRQV WKHLUV DQG \RXUV¶
µ0DNHHPRWLRQVH[SOLFLWDQGDFNQRZOHGJHWKHPDVOHJLWLPDWH¶.46  
Despite the success of Getting to Yes, its authors have been accused of naiveté 
and idealism.47  Possibly as a result they have developed and expanded their ideas. 
8U\¶V Getting Past No includes advice resonant with emotion regulation: µ<RX
REYLRXVO\FDQ¶WHOLPLQDWH\RXUIHHOLngs, nor do you need to do so.  You need only to 
GLVFRQQHFWWKHDXWRPDWLFOLQNEHWZHHQHPRWLRQDQGDFWLRQ¶48 Strategies for disarming 
RQH¶V negotiation counterparts49 include acknowledging their emotions and helping 
them save face.  In 2005 Fisher and Shapiro¶V Beyond Reason dealt explicitly with 
emotions.50 This book offers practical tools enabling negotiators to work with their 
own and theiU FRXQWHUSDUWV¶ HPRWLRQV YLD ILYH µFRUH FRQFHUQV¶ DSSUHFLDWLRQ
affiliation, autonomy, status and roles. Praised as a µVWUXFWXUHG SRUWDEOH
PHWKRGRORJ\¶ 51  it teaches negotiators to attend to these five concerns so as to 
understand and influence emotion. 
Another µPDLQVWUHDP¶text0D\HU¶VThe Dynamics of Conflict Resolution, both 
acknowledges and integrates emotion.52 His µWhree dimensioQDO¶ PRGHO RI FRQIOLFW
                                                        
42 See text above, nn 15-17. 
43 Fisher, Ury and Patton (n 40) 21. 
44 Ibid, 30. 
45 See below, Section IV 
46 Fisher, Ury and Patton (n 40) 30, 31. 7KHLQMXQFWLRQWRµDOORZWKHRWKHUVLGHWROHWRIIVWHDP¶ (ibid, 
32) seems dated, however, DQGWKHQRWLRQRIµYHQWLQJ¶KDV been criticised; see .*$OOUHGµ$QJHUDQG
Retaliation in Conflict: The Role of AWWULEXWLRQ¶LQ0'HXWVFKDQG3&ROHPDQHGVThe Handbook of 
Conflict Resolution: Theory and Practice (San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 2000) 249. 
47 6HH IRU H[DPSOH - :KLWH ZLWK UHVSRQVH E\ 5 )LVKHU µ7KH 3URV DQG &RQV RI ³*HWWLQJ WR <HV´¶
(1984) 34 Journal of Legal Education 115; JC Freund, Smart Negotiating: How to Make Good Deals 
in the Real World (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1992); JL Graham, L Lawrence and WH Requejo, 
Inventive Negotiation: Getting Beyond Yes (New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
48 W Ury, Getting Past No: Negotiating with Difficult People (London, Century Business, 1991) 29. 
49  7KH WHUP µFRXQWHUSDUW¶ LV FRPPRQO\ XVHG LQ WKH QHJRWLDWLRQ OLWHUDWXUH WR FRQYH\ WKH LGHD WKDW
negotiation is best understood as a co-RSHUDWLYHYHQWXUHZKHUHWKHUHVXOWGHSHQGVRQWKHRWKHUSDUW\¶V
FRQVHQW /DWHU ZH XVH WKH WHUP µGLVSXWDQWV¶ WR UHIHU WR WKRVH ZKRVH QHJRWLDWLRQs are sufficiently 
unsuccessful to require the intervention of a third party such as a mediator, arbitrator or judge. 
50 R Fisher and D Shapiro, Beyond Reason: Using Emotions As You Negotiate (New York, Viking 
Press, 2005). 
51 (5\DQµ%XLOGLQJWKH(PRWLRQDOO\/HDUQHG1HJRWLDWRU¶Negotiation Journal 209, 218. 
52 Mayer (n 20). 
 sees resolution proceeding along cognitive, emotional and behavioural dimensions.53 
If people feel less strongly about the dispute, emotional resolution is achieved. 
Emotions are volatile and mercurial, however, and it caQIHHOOLNHµRQHVWHSIRUZDUG
RQHVWHSEDFN¶ ([DPSOHVRIµHmotional resolution¶ include: 
x Feeling they are accepted as individuals and their personalities and values are 
not under attack« 
x Feeling they can maintain dignity or µface¶« 
x Having their core needs respected and addressed  
x Having enough time to gain perspective and experience healing 
x Having others accept their feelings as valid and values as legitimate 
x Feeling genuinely and nonjudgmentally heard.54 
Mayer mentions apology and forgiveness,55 and suggests true resolution of conflict 
must occur on all three dimensions: behavioural, emotional and cognitive.56 
 
B. Transformative Mediation 
In 1994 two critics of mainstream mediation practice, Bush and Folger, launched 
what they claimed was a radical alternative in The Promise of Mediation. 57 
Substantially re-written in 200558 this book is a stinging rebuke to the traditional 
approach ZKLFK WKH\ DFFXVHG RI µVTXDQGHULQJ¶ PHGLDWLRQ¶V SRWHQWLDO LQ RUGHU WR
µVKRUHXSLQVWLWXWLRQDOSURFHVVHVWKDWRSHUDWHWRFRQWURO FRQWDLQDQGVHWWOHFRQIOLFW¶59 
,QVWHDG WKH\ SURSRVH D GLIIHUHQW PRGHO WKDW RI µWransformative mediation¶ This 
rejects the notion of achieving resolution by solving problems and settling disputes. 
The promise of mediation is fulfilled instead by focusing on the SDUWLHV¶relationship, 
with mediators supporting µHPSRZHUPHQW¶ DQG µUHFRJQLWLRQ¶.  Thus µSDUWLHV FDQ
recapture their sense of competence and connection, reverse the negative conflict 
                                                        
53 Ibid, 98.  
54 Ibid, 103,104 
55 Ibid, 104. 
56 Ibid, 99, 108.  Mayer considers cognitive resolution the hardest to achieve. 
57 Bush and Folger (1994, n 26). The idea of conflict transformation is not original to these authors- see 
for example Beer and Stief (n 30); JP Lederach, Preparing for Peace: Conflict Transformation Across 
Cultures (Syracuse, NY, Syracuse University Press, 1995).  
58 Bush and Folger (2005, n 26), further re-stated in JP Folger, RAB Bush and D Della Noce (eds), 
Transformative Mediation: A Sourcebook (New York, Institute for the Study of Conflict 
Transformation, 2010). 
59 Bush and Folger (2005, n 26) 1. 
 cycle, re-establish a constructive (or at least neutral) interaction, and move forward on 
DSRVLWLYHIRRWLQJ¶60 
The overarching theory of transformative mediation61 holds that conflict renders 
people weak and self-absorbed.  The by-products of ZHDNQHVV LQFOXGH µFRQIXVLRQ
GRXEW XQFHUWDLQW\ DQG LQGHFLVLYHQHVV¶, 62  while self-absorption makes them 
µVXVSLFLRXV KRVWLOH FORVHG«¶ 63  The authors rarely explicitly mention emotions 
although they acknowledge that fear, blame and anger contribute to conflict 
escalation.64  Transformative mediation aims to deal with this weakness and self-
absorption by  restoring human agency and social connectedness.65  This is manifest in 
the twin notions RI µHPSRZHUPHQW shift« IURP ZHDNQHVV WR JUHDWHU VWUHQJWK¶ and 
µUHFRJQLWLRQVKLIW«from self-DEVRUSWLRQWRJUHDWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHRWKHU¶66 To 
these phenomena %XVK DQG )ROJHU DWWULEXWH PDQ\ RI PHGLDWLRQ¶V EHQHILWV such as 
restored relationships and improved µVHQVHRIFRPSHWHQFHDQGFRQQHFWLRQ¶67  µ:eak 
and self-absorbed¶parties are thus transformed to become µVWURQJDQGUHVSRQVLYH¶68 
Words like µSRVLWLYH¶DQGµFRQVWUXFWLYH¶SHSSHUWKHWH[W.69  Any emotional dimension 
to these benefits is not spelled out.  µEPSDWK\¶ LV GHILQHG DV µWKH FDSDFLW\ WR
XQGHUVWDQG WKH VLWXDWLRQV DQG SHUVSHFWLYHV RI RWKHUV¶,70  entirely omitting affective 
components. 71  One might conclude that transformative mediation shares 
Enlightenment prejudices favouring rationality over emotion. 
However, the authors later went on to legitimise the expression of emotion and 
voice critLFLVP RI WKRVH ZKR GRQ¶W IROORZ VXLW µ7R LJQRUH VLGHVWep, or stifle 
expressions of emotion is « to squander the opportunities for empowerment and 
                                                        
60 Ibid, 53. 
61 &,UYLQH µ7UDQVIRUPDWLYH0HGLDWLRQ$&ULWLTXH¶8QSublished Masters assignment, available from 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1691847 
62 Bush and Folger (2005, n 26) 49. 
63 Ibid, 49. 
64  Ibid, 51 citing JZ Rubin, DG Pruitt, and SH Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and 
Settlement, 2nd edn (New York, McGraw-Hill, 1994). 
65 Citing the communitarian philosophy of A Etzioni, The New Golden Rule: Community and Morality 
in a Democratic Society (London, Profile Books, 1996) and the social psychology of JZ Rubin, DG 
Pruitt, and SH Kim, Social Conflict: Escalation, Stalemate, and Settlement, 2nd edn (New York, 
McGraw-Hill, 1994). 
66 Bush and Folger (2005, n 26) 75 
67 Ibid, 52, 53. 
68 IELG )RU D FULWLTXHRI HPSRZHUPHQW VHH6 &REE µ(PSRZHUPHQW DQG0HGLDWLRQ $ 1DUUDWLYH
3HUVSHFWLYH¶ Negotiation Journal 245. 
69 See, for example, Bush and Folger (2005, n 26) 53, 54 and 56 
70 Cobb (n 68) 250. 
71 See Section III below 
 UHFRJQLWLRQ WKDW WKHVH H[SUHVVLRQV SUHVHQW¶72   7KLV VHQWHQFH LOOXVWUDWHV WKH µVLQJOH
WUDFN¶QDWXUHRIWUDQVIRUPDWLYHPHGLDWLRQ(PRWLRQVDUHXVHIXOLQVRIDUDVWKH\ support 
WKHPRGHO¶Vintellectual architecture.  
Transformative mediation is used by the US Postal Service, claiming some 
credit for improving WKDW RUJDQLVDWLRQ¶V IDPRXVO\ FRPEDWLYH HPSOR\PHQW FXOWXUH73 
+RZHYHULWKDVEHHQFULWLFLVHGIRULWVDXWKRUV¶HDUOy claim that the model could not be 
combined with others, 74  and also because of its rejection of settlement, 75  the 
shortcomings in its underlying theory of moral development 76  and for being 
µJUDQGLRVHLQWUDQVLJHQWDQGH[FOXVLYLVW¶77 
 
C. Narrative Mediation 
Another approach is seen in Narrative Mediation, by Winslade and Monk. Stories are 
central: µthe narrative metaphor draws attention to the ways in which we use stories to 
PDNHVHQVHRIRXUOLYHVDQGUHODWLRQVKLSV¶.78 Although not the first to apply a narrative 
lens to mediation,79 the book elevates it into a coherent model.  Steeped in social 
constructionist philosophy, its authors view stories as creating rather than reporting 
reality. 80  Stories of disputes both describe and contribute to conflict, typically 
preventing consideration of alternative explanations. 7KHPHGLDWRU¶V MRE is to create 
space for alternative storylines. While, as with transformative mediation, the main 
thrust of the activity seems cognitive, 81  emotions are recognised insofar as they 
inform pHRSOH¶Vnarratives. One RIWKHERRN¶Vcase studies mentions µKXUW¶ µLQMXVWLFH
                                                        
72 Cobb (n 68) 271, and see L% %LQJKDP µ7UDQVIRUPDWLYH 0HGLDWLRQ DW WKH 8QLWHG 6WDWHV 3RVWDO
6HUYLFH¶   Negotiation and Conflict Management Research 354, 360 (mediators inhibited or 
supported recognition depending on their tolerance for strong emotions). 
73 Bingham (n 72). 
74 -/DQGHµ+RZ:LOO/DZ\HULQJDQG0HGLDWLRQ3UDFWLFHV7UDQVIRUP(DFK2WKHU" Florida 
State University Law Review 839, 856. 
75  0 :LOOLDPV µ&DQ¶W , *HW 1R 6DWLVIDFWLRQ" 7KRXJKWV RQ tKH 3URPLVH RI 0HGLDWLRQ¶  
Mediation Quarterly 143. 
76  - 6HXO µ+RZ 7UDQVIRUPDWLYH ,V 7UDQVIRUPDWLYH 0HGLDWLRQ" $ &RQVWUXFWLYH 'HYHORSPHQWDO
$VVHVVPHQW¶  15 Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution  / *D\QLHU µ7UDQVIRUPDWLYH
0HGLDWLRQ,Q6HDUFKRID7KHRU\RI3UDFWLFH¶Conflict Resolution Quarterly 397. 
77 5&RQGOLQ µ7KH&XULRXV&DVHRI7UDQVIRUPDWLYH'LVSXWH5HVROXWLRQ$Q8QIRUWXQDWH0DUUiage of 
,QVWUDQVLJHQFH([FOXVLYLW\DQG+\SH¶Cardozo Journal of Dispute Resolution 621. 
78 Winslade and Monk (n 27) 3. 
79 See Cobb (n 68). 
80 V Burr, An Introduction to Social Constructionism (London, Routledge, 1995).  
81 A similar phenomenon has been noted in relation to negotiation scholarship- see, for example, IS 
)XOPHU DQG % %DUU\ µ7KH 6PDUW 1HJRWLDWRU &RJQLWLYH $ELOLW\ DQG (PRWLRQDO ,QWHOOLJHQFH LQ
1HJRWLDWLRQ¶International Journal of Conflict Management 245. 
 EHWUD\DO¶; and µJXLOWDQGVHOI-blame¶.82 The mediator¶VJRDO is to µdeconstruct¶83 such 
stories and work with parties to construct an µDOWHUQDWLYH¶RU µSUHIHUUHG¶QDUUDWLYH.84 
The emphasis on building a trusting relationship draws heavily on the PRGHO¶V
therapeutic roots85 reflecting 5RJHULDQLGHDVRIµXQFRQGLWLRQDOSRVLWLYHUHJDUG¶.86 The 
DXWKRUVFLWH*HUJHQ¶VFODLP WKDWZHDUHµERUQLQWRUHODWHGQHVV¶87 an approach aligning 
with social baseline theory, which holds that social connection, not isolation, is the 
human norm. 88  They reject, however, suggestions that emotions are inherent or 
µHVVHQWLDO¶, viewing them along with other aspects of experience as constructed in 
discourse:  
It does not make sense to say that people have thoughts or feelings on the inside 
that precede their expression.  It makes more sense to speak about how 
discourses and linguistic formulations make up our subjective experience.89 
There is therefore much to play for in mediation, where individuals can construct and 
reconstruct their emotional world.   
Notwithstanding scant reference to emotions, narrative mediation offers much 
to the emotional domain.  Its recognition that culture influences how we construct 
reality raises the possibility of dialogue about the emotional expressions legitimised 
within particular cultures.  Its relational practices create conditions for building 
empathy between mediator and parties.90  And instead of locating conflict within 
individuals it lifts WKH PHGLDWRU¶V JD]H WR WKH ZLGHU V\VWHP µ7KH SHUVRQ LV QRW WKH
SUREOHPWKHSUREOHPLVWKHSUREOHP¶91 
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83 Ibid, 72. 
84 Ibid, 82. 
85 The authors acknowledge in particular M White and D Epston, Narrative Means to Therapeutic Ends 
(New York, Norton, 1991). 
86 &DUO5RJHUVSLRQHHURIFOLHQWFHQWUHGWKHUDS\UHJDUGHGµXQFRQGLWLRQDOSRVLWLYHUHJDUG¶ as one of the 
key conditions for therapists to promote growth- C Rogers, On Becoming a Person (Boston, Houghton 
Mifflin, 1961). 
87 Winslade and Monk (n 27) 40 citing K J Gergen, The Saturated Self: Dilemmas of Identity in 
Contemporary Life (New York, Basic Books, 1991) 243. 
88 µ[S]ocial relatedness and its psychological correlates constitute the normal, baseline ecology of the 
functioQDOKXPDQEUDLQ¶- JA Coan and E/0DUHVKµ6RFLDO%DVHOLQH7KHRU\DQGWKH6RFial Regulation 
RI(PRWLRQ¶LQ-- Gross, ed, The Handbook of Emotion Regulation, 2nd edn (New York, The Guilford 
Press, 2014). 
89 Ibid, 39. 
90 See III$EHORZµ(PSDWK\¶. 
91 Winslade and Monk (n 27)  FLWLQJ 0 :KLWH µ7KH ([WHUQDOL]LQJ RI WKH 3UREOHP DQG WKH 5H-
DXWKRULQJ RI /LYHV DQG 5HODWLRQVKLSV¶ LQ 0 :KLWe, Selected Papers (Adelaide, Australia, Dulwich 
Centre Publications, 1989). 
 D. Further Developments 
Mediation has not been immune from wider and more recent developments in 
psychology and neuroscience.  While in 20 LWFRXOGEHVDLG WKDW µODFNRIGHWDLOHG
attention to emotions and relationships is the biggest gap in our understanding of 
conflict¶ 92  the influence of neuroscience, cognitive psychology, and perhaps the 
maturing of the field have yielded contributions from a range of writers.  Below, we 
provide an overview of some of the more interesting and relevant connections. 
In 2001 Jones and Bodtker argued for the centrality of emotion in conflict, 
challenging the µIDOVH GXDOLW\ RI UDWLRQDOLW\ YV HPRWLRQDOLW\«¶ 93   They urged 
PHGLDWRUV QRW WR VHH HPRWLRQ DV D µVLGH HIIHFW¶ EXW UDWKHU Ds a µIUDPHU« D VRFLDO
construction through which the disputant GHILQHV WKH FRQIOLFW UHDOLW\¶ 94  Their 
prescription for emotionally-confident mediators includes advice on dealing with 
µemotional flooding« being swamped by emotion to the extent that one cannot 
function or think effectively¶95 and µemotional cRQWDJLRQ¶ WKH WHQGHQF\ WR µFDWFK¶
RWKHUV¶ emotions.96  They suggest that cognitive reappraisal 97  holds promise when 
emotions are triggered by conflict, but caution that this requires skill on the part of the 
mediator.  Their emotion-eliciting and reappraising questions are similar to the 
µH[WHUQDOLVLQJ FRQYHUVDWLRQ¶ WHFKQLTXHV RI narrative mediation:98 the approach could 
be characterised as µH[WHUQDOLVLQJHPRWLRQV¶99  In effect the mediator invites someone 
experiencing an emotion to step a little distance away from it; observe, describe and 
reflect on it; then decide how to respond.100 
In 2006 Jones presented a model explaining how individuals experience 
emotions.  A triggering event is followed by appraisal (interpretation of the triggering 
event) leading to an emotion (appropriate to that interpretation). The emotion 
                                                        
92 6 5HW]LQJHU DQG 7 6FKHII µEmotion, Alienation, and Narratives: 5HVROYLQJ ,QWUDFWDEOH &RQIOLFW¶
(2000) 18 Mediation Quarterly 71, 71; although see L6 6FKUHLHU µ(PRWLRQDO ,QWHOOigence and 
0HGLDWLRQ7UDLQLQJ¶Conflict Resolution Quarterly 99, 100 (claiming by 2002 that there was 
a surge of interest in emotions in mediation). 
93 T6-RQHVDQG$%RGWNHUµ0HGLDWLRQ:LWK+HDUWLQ0LQG$GGUHVVLQJ(PRWLRQLQ0HGLDWLRQ3UDFWLFH 
(2001) 19 Negotiation Journal 217, 224. 
94 Ibid, 223. 
95 Ibid, 228-232. 
96 Ibid, 232-233. For a further discussion of emotion contagion as a component of empathy see IIIE 
below.  
97 For an explanation of cognitive reappraisal see IIIA below.  
98 Winslade and Monk (n 27) 79 
99 A technique associated with drama therapy- LHµH[WHUQDOLVLQJWKHLQWHUQDO¶LQ30F)DUODQHDrama 
Therapy: Developing Emotional Stability (London, David Fulton Publishers, 2005) 92. 
100 Similar to self-empathy- see IIIE below. 
 produces somatic reactions (physiological changes preparing us for the action we 
need to take) which in turn lead to action tendencies (the disposition to behave in 
keeping with all of the foregoing).101  6RPHWLPHVNQRZQDVWKHµSDWKWRDFWLRQ¶102 this 
model reflects UHVHDUFK E\ µDSSUDLVDO WKHRULVWV¶ such as Lazarus.103  Damasio states: 
µ(PRWLRQ DQG IHHOLQJ DORQJ ZLWK WKH FRYHUW SK\VLRORJLFDO PDFKLQHU\ XQGHUO\LQJ
them, assist us with the daunting task of predicting an uncertain future and planning 
RXU DFWLRQV DFFRUGLQJO\¶104  Emotion and thinking are intimately linked, and each 
requires the other for accurate perception. Damasio also links mind and body; 
HPRWLRQV ZRUN E\ FRPSDULQJ QHZ SHUFHSWXDO GDWD WR D µEDFNJURXQG IHHOLQJ¶ WKH
µimage of the body landscape when it is not shaken by emotion.¶105 
The implications for law and mediation are clear: if accurate perception is 
important we must attend to the emotional domain. Jones challenges mediators to 
become emotionally literate because working with conflict inevitably means working 
with emotions.  First mediators should learn to decode emotions;106  second, they 
should use elicitive questioning to help parties identify their emotional experience; 
and finally they should help parties reappraise their emotions.107 Barker also calls for 
emotional literacy, suggesting that mediators VKRXOG µstay with thH KHDW¶ EHFDXVH
HPRWLRQVµRIWHQKROGWKHNH\WRXQORFNLQJFRQIOLFWDWDSURIRXQGOHYHO¶108 
6FKUHLHU¶VVXUYH\RI36 mediation training organisations109 confirmed her 
hypothesis that insufficient attention was given to teaching mediators to deal skilfully 
with emotions. 110  Attitudes appeared to be changing with trainers calling for 
mediators to develop skills in both handling emotions and in emotional self-
                                                        
101 T6-RQHVµ(PRWLRQLQ0HGLDWLRQ,PSOLFDWLRQV$SSOLFDWLRQV2SSRUWXQLWLHVDQG&KDOOHQJHV¶in MS 
Herrman (ed), The Blackwell Handbook of Mediation: Bridging Theory, Research, and Practice 
(Oxford, Blackwell Publishing, 2006) 277, 278-279. 
102 K Patterson, J Grenny, R McMillan and A Switzler, Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When 
Stakes are High (New York, McGraw-Hill, 2002) 99. 
103 Lazarus (n 1). 
104 Damasio (n 13) xxiii. 
105 Ibid, 151. See also & ,UYLQH µ%XLOGLQJ (PRWLRQDO ,QWHOOLJHQFH $ *ULG IRU 3UDFWLWLRQHUV¶ LQ M 
LeBaron, C MacLeod and AF Acland (eds), The Choreography of Resolution: Conflict, Movement, and 
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106 Jones provides detailed guidance for the identity-based emotions of anger, shame and contempt; 
Jones (n 101) 287-293. 
107 Ibid. 
108  ( %DUNHU µ7LSV IRU 'HDOLQJ ZLWK (PRWLRQ LQ 0HGLDWLRQ¶  $YDLODEOH IURP
http://www.mediate.com/articles/ebarker2.cfm 
109 This involved 34 organisations from the USA, and one each from Canada and the Netherlands. 
110 Schreier (n 92). 
 regulation.  One VSRNHRIWKHµROG way (repressing emotion in the room) and the new 
way (allowing it in)¶111 
%RZOLQJ DQG +RIIPDQ¶V influential 2003 collection Bringing Peace into the 
Room proposed a systemic conception RI WKH PHGLDWRU¶V UROH 112  Questioning the 
conventional view of mediators as neutral, they suggest they are µEHLQJLQIOXHQFHGE\
the process as PXFKDVLQIOXHQFLQJLW¶113  Thus µWKHIHHOLQJVWKHPHGLDWRUH[SHULHQFHV
may be vital material that the mediator can use ± albeit judiciously ± in helping the 
parties UHDFK D UHVROXWLRQ¶ 114  The authors champion reflective practice because 
mediation requires head and heart.  Similarly, Johnson and others challenge mediators 
to develop emotional intelligence, focused on four areas: µ6HOI-$ZDUHQHVV¶ µ6HOI-
0DQDJHPHQW¶ µ6RFLDO $ZDUHQHVV¶ DQG µ6RFLDO 6NLOOV¶115 And Gehris warns against 
ignoring emotion, suggesting mediators learn to recognise emotions via facial 
expressions, 116  speech, body language and discussion. 117  Techniques include 
acknowledgement, active listening, expressing empathy and drawing on the 
mediaWRU¶VRZQHPRWLRQDOUHVSRQVH.118  
Negotiation research has also highlighted the importance of emotions.  
Potworowski and Kopelman distinguished EHWZHHQµ(PRWLRQDO ,QWHOOLJHQFH¶DWUDLW
DQG WKHLU SURSRVHG PRGHO RI µ1HJRWLDWLRQ ([SHUWLVH LQ (PRWLRQ 0DQDJHPHQW¶ 
(NEEM) (which can be learned).119  The capacity for NEEM requires µsensitivity, 
ability, and LQFOLQDWLRQ¶120 VRWKDWWKHQHJRWLDWRUOHDUQVWRGLVWLQJXLVKWKHRWKHUSDUW\¶V
helpful, unhelpful and irrelevant emotions. Gaspar and Schweitzer noticed the 
importance of emotion in deception and developed a model taking account of 
µincidental¶ and µintegral¶ HPRWLRQV HQ URXWH WR WKH µDQWLFLSDWHG HPRWLRQ¶ WKDW WKH
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115  ME Johnson, S Levine and L5 5LFKDUG µ(PRWLRQDOO\ ,QWHOOLJHQW 0HGLDWLRQ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Feelings (London, Phoenix, 2003). 
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118 Ibid, 32, 33. 
119  G 3RWZRURZVNL DQG 6 .RSHOPDQ µ6WUDWHJLF 'LVSOD\ DQG 5HVSRQVH WR (PRWLRQV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Evidence-EDVHG 1HJRWLDWLRQ ([SHUWLVH LQ (PRWLRQ 0DQDJHPHQW 1((0¶   Negotiation and 
Conflict Management Research 333. 
120 Ibid, 336. 
 deception is designed to achieve.121 Decision-making by negotiators is affected by 
both incidental emotions (such as feeling annoyed because of a difficult journey or 
grateful because a stranger held open a lift door) and integral emotions (such as being 
stressed by a deadline or irked by the FRXQWHUSDUW¶V demeanour).  Intriguingly they 
FLWH5XHG\HW DO¶V UHVHDUFK RQ WKH µFKHDWHU¶VKLJK,¶ a recently detected phenomenon 
where µXQGHWHFWHGGLVKRQHVW\FDQLQGXFHIHHOLQJVRIHODWLRQ¶122   
Picard and Siltanen noticed the significance of both positive and negative 
emotions to learning in their µinsight mRGHO¶ of mediation.123 They are critical of 
Fisher and Shapiro¶V124 proposal that negative emotions be blocked or suppressed 
GXULQJQHJRWLDWLRQ µWREORFNQHJDWLYH HPRWLRQV LV WR LQKLELW VLJQLILFDQW PRPHQWV LQ
the learning that are hoped for in any model of mediatiRQ¶125 
In 2006 Maiese urged mediators to re-think µthe reason-emotion dichotomy¶126 
She contended that emotions are central to the emergence and escalation of conflict 
and that cognitive reappraisal holds significant promise for resolution. She proposed 
that mediators supplement VWDQGDUG WHFKQLTXHV RI µDFWLYH RU HPSDWKLF OLstening, 
DSSUHFLDWLYH LQTXLU\ DQG GLDORJXH¶ ZLWK µULWXDO DUW DQG MRNLQJ¶, 127  though she 
conceded that such emotional appraisal techniques might EH WRR µWRXFK\-IHHO\¶ IRU
some.128 
This work prefigured a project conceived by LeBaron exploring the potential of 
dance for conflict resolution, resulting in an international conference in 2011 and, in 
2013, an edited collection re-emphasising the mind-body connection in conflict 
work.129  One of the present authors attended the conference and the bodywork alerted 
him to the tradition in which he had been trained, caricatured as µPHGLDWLQJIURPWKH
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 QHFN XS¶, meaning to ignore the physical, and thereby emotional realm. 130  He 
proposed a grid capturing two dimensions of conflict: intensity and volume. 131 
µIntensity¶ describes the force of an emotion for the person experiencing it; µvolume¶
to the force with which it is transmitted. The latter dimension is related to µVtrategic 
GLVSOD\¶ instrumental reasons for displaying a particular emotion at a particular 
volume.132 
 
 
Recently, we updated the grid with a third dimension: valence, the positivity or 
negativity with which an emotion is experienced. Research suggests that a central 
driver of behaviour is the attempt to reduce negative emotion and increase positive.133 
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The grid conceptualises mediators¶ ZRUN by drawing attention to the split 
between the emotionally private and public realms. Mediators know the intensity and 
valence of their own emotions; they can choose (to an extent) how much they display 
and how much is kept private.  Disputants also choose (effortfully or automatically) 
how much emotion WR GLVSOD\ WKH µYROXPH¶. So mediators must make judgements 
about what and how much disputants are making public. There is a sense of co-
authoring, reflecting the view that emotions are socially constructed 134  and that 
mediators may usefully have a hand in that construction. 
The upshot of these developments is to put emotions firmly at the theoretical 
core of mediation.  As a VWXGHQW WH[WDVVHUWVµ%RWKPHGLDWRUVDQGODZ\HUVFDQ 
FRQWULEXWH JUHDWO\ WR WKH SURFHVV RI VHWWOHPHQW E\ GHDOLQJ ZLWK HPRWLRQDO IRUFHV¶135 
We now consider the mechanisms by which mediators may do so, examining the role 
of empathy before considering how mediators and mediation may contribute to the 
regulation of emotion. 
 
  
 
                                                        
134 See Winslade and Monk, n 27.  See also DW Augsburger, Conflict Mediation Across Cultures: 
Pathways and Patterns (Louisville, Kentucky, Westminster/John Knox Press, 1992). 
135 D Golann and J Folberg, Mediation: The Roles of Advocate and Neutral, 2nd edn (New York: 
Aspen Publishers, 2011) 177. 
  
III. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF EMPATHY 
 
A. Introduction  
Empathy is a key ingredient in mediation, both in its use by the mediator and the 
manner in which the process offers disputants opportunities to give and receive it. We 
outline empathy as a concept, including background, definition and components, 
suggesting that empathy is a synergy of emotion and reason. We then explain how the 
mediator works with emotion and emotion regulation to facilitate empathic 
understandings and agreement.  
 
B. The Nature of Empathy 
In the words of Simon Baron-&RKHQ µ(PSDWK\ LV WKH DELOLW\ WR LGHQWLI\ ZKDW
someone is thinking or feeling and to respond to their thoughts and feelings with an 
DSSURSULDWHHPRWLRQ¶136 When we empathise, we imagine what it feels like to be in 
WKDW SHUVRQ¶V PHQWDO VWDWH ,PSRUWDQWO\ ZH DUH PRWLYDWHG WR UHVSRQG WR DQRWKHU¶V
distress with empathic concern.137 
Empathy has been described as a process, attitude, behaviour, event, trait, skill 
and capacity.138 Coined as Einfuhlung by nineteenth century German philosophers of 
aesthetics, it originally described the attempt to understand art from a dual perspective 
by mirroring and projecting self in the work. 139  It is generally measured as 
dispositional (trait) yet can also be described as situational (context-dependent). In 
other words, empathy can be measured as a feature of personality which is more or 
less stable across time,140 or it can be conceptualised as an individual response to a 
specific other or situation, which may vary depending, for example, on the degree of 
shared values and preferences.141 Empathy is usually measured through physiological 
tests, brain scans and self-reporting questionnaires. Scores vary across the population: 
                                                        
136 S Baron-Cohen, Zero Degrees (London, Allen Lane, 2011) 12. 
137 See below, Section IIIE. 
138 9/XFDVµ7KH$UWDQG6FLHQFHRI(PSDWK\¶European Journal of Palliative Care 69. 
139  R Vischer µ2Q WKH 2SWLFDO 6HQVH RI )RUP $ &RQWULEXWLRQ WR $HVWKHWLFV¶ FLWHG LQ ' +RZH
Empathy: What It Is and Why It Matters (London, Palgrave Macmillan, 2013). 
140 M H Davis, Empathy: A Social Psychological Approach (Boulder CO Westview Press 1994). 
141 L Cameron, Metaphor and Reconciliation: The Discourse Dynamics of Empathy in Post-Conflict 
Situations /RQGRQ7D\ORU DQG)UDQFLV &DPHURQ¶VYLHZSRLQW LV WKDW WKHGHFLVLRQ ZKHWKHURU
not to engage in empathy is often situation-specific and involves choice. 
 those with traits associated with personality disorder and some with autistic spectrum 
difficulties (ASD) show lower levels and such people have been described as having 
ORZ RU µ]HUR degrees of HPSDWK\¶ RU HYHQ DQ µHPSDWK\ GLVRUGHU¶142 Additionally, 
empathy fluctuates within individuals in the short term and across the life span. It is 
influenced by early experience, gender, education, occupation and wealth. People 
empathise more with those familiar and similar and where there is shared 
experience. 143  They are less empathic when tired, stressed, unwell, suppressing 
emotion or highly aroused as in conflict situations.144 These latter two circumstances 
are highly relevant in mediation. 
 
C. The Origins of Empathy: Evolution and Attachment 
Empathy is a requirement for co-operation and is as important to survival as the 
practical skills involved in the acquisition of food and shelter.145 We seem hard-wired 
to give and receive empathy, and social connections can be considered a basic human 
need.146  In the same way, loneliness may be as detrimental to physical health as 
smoking.147 
Dependence on others for our sense of identity and self-worth may explain why 
shared understandings are so valued and, conversely, why it is felt so distressing when 
these are fractured by conflict.148  Relis found that disputants engaged in mediation for 
medical negligence valued communication, having a voice and the opportunity to 
express themselves and receive acknowledgment of harm. These non-legal, human 
concerns contrasted with ODZ\HUV¶SUHRFFXSDWLRQZLWKILQDQFLDOVHWWOHPHQW.149 
The need for connection is mirrored by the urge to achieve it: as Beausoleil and 
LeBaron put it, µwe are neurologically wired for mutual understanding and feeling.¶150  
Bowlby¶V Attachment Theory posits that an attentive, empathic caregiver creates a 
                                                        
142 Baron-Cohen (n 136) 111. 
143 SD Preston aQG)%0GH:DDOµ(PSDWK\LWVXOWLPDWHDQGSUR[LPDWHEDVHV¶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and Brain Sciences 1. 
144  7KLV PD\ H[SODLQ %XVK DQG )ROJHU¶V LQVLJKW DW Section IIB, above, that conflict brings about 
weakness and self-absorption. 
145 C Darwin, The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex (London, John Murray, 1871) 80. 
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148 See Ury (n 48) and Jones (n 101). 
149  T Relis, Perceptions in Litigation Mediation: Lawyers, Defendants, Plaintiffs, and Gendered 
Parties(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2011); and see also Riskin, n 21. 
150 Beausoleil and LeBaron (n 130) 144. 
 physically and emotionally secure environment, helping regulate a FKLOG¶V HPRWLRQV 
and, crucially, reduce stress. The child can then develop into an emotionally secure 
adult, able to regulate her emotions, and become an emotionally attuned parent in 
turn.151 Secure adult attachment bonds, based on empathy, are mutually supportive as 
well as emotionally regulating, as in successful couple relationships. Indeed, Baron-
Cohen has described the capacity for empathy DVµWKHLQWHUQDOSRWRIJROG¶152 
However, those whose caregivers were unresponsive, erratically or under-
responsive or behaved inappropriately often lack empathy and have difficulty 
managing emotion.153 Learned expectations of how others will meet RQH¶VQHHGVtend 
to determine the choice of emotion regulation strategies. While powerful predictors of 
behaviour, these strategies can be challenged and altered by experience: emotional 
events and encounters including situations encouraging self/other-reflection such as 
therapy154 and perhaps also mediation. 
 
D.  Empathy and Neuroscience 
We begin with the child-parent bond. Empathic attunement involves the release of 
powerful bonding hormones in both parent and child.  Situations of fear and distress 
activate the attachment system and the child seeks out his caregiver. Exploratory 
behaviour ceases until a sense of security is restored. Then the attachment system is 
de-activated and, as WKHFKLOG¶VHPRWLRQV become regulated, the exploratory system is 
re-activated. Cognitive activity is again possible and the child resumes play and 
learning.155 Importantly, in this two-way process the caregiver experiences automatic 
activation of the caregiving system and an overriding need to respond. This is both a 
physical and psychological phenomenon; separation is painful to both, and children 
can even die as a result of being emotionally abandoned.156 This need for attachment 
figures (and the need to respond as caregiver) continues into adulthood and is 
particularly apparent at times of perceived stress and threat, as it is in situations of 
                                                        
151 EJM Bowlby, Attachment and Loss: Attachment (vol 1) (London, Hogarth Press, 1969). 
152 Baron-Cohen (n 136) 105. 
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154 LA Travis, NJ Bliwise, JL Binder and HL Horne-0R\HUµ&KDQJHVLQ&OLHQWV¶$WWDFKPHQWV6W\OHV
Over the Course of Time-OLPLWHG'\QDPLF3V\FKRWKHUDS\¶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Psychotherapy 149. 
155 Bowlby (n 151). 
156 J Rifkin, The Empathic Civilisation (Cambridge, Polity, 2010).  
 conflict. Similar physiological responses are activated by loss through divorce or 
bereavement.157 
Both giving and receiving empathy appear to increase its potential. 
Volunteering and certain kinds of meditation158 seem to improve the capacity for 
empathy. Feeling understood by another through receiving empathy can assist 
emotion regulation: such relationships can change and improve growth, development 
and the formation of neural connections in the brain. From infancy onwards as the 
partly-formed brain develops through experience and learning the child is enabled to 
manage and make sense of self and world. This plasticity of the brain continues 
throughout life.159 
Something similar can occur in adult therapeutic and other helping 
relationships; in the words of Cozolino:  
By activating processes involved in attachment and bonding, as well as 
moderating stress in therapy, empathic attunement may create an optimal 
biochemical environment for enhancing neural plasticity.160 
Again, as Howe puts it: 
Empathic relationships help clients to tolerate and regulate arousal and affect. 
Emotional regulation is key to successful therapy. Under conditions of 
increased safety and lowered stress, brains and their neural circuits can grow. 
«:KHQ EUDLQV DUH DEOH WR SURFHVV LQIRUPDWLRQ ZLWKRXW GLVWRUWLRQ FRJQLWLYH
flexibility rises, reflections improve, behavioural options increase and responses 
EHFRPHPRUHFUHDWLYH¶161 
While mediation is not therapy, there is sufficient overlap in their forms and functions 
to suggest that these observations apply here too. This is supported by 5HOLV¶UHVHDUFK
LQWR OLWLJDQWV¶ SHUFHSWLRQV, which indicated that disputants judged the effectiveness 
and acceptability of mediators DFFRUGLQJ WR WKHLU µ«KXPDQ DWWULEXWHV LQFOXGLQJ
                                                        
157 EJM Bowlby, Attachment and Loss: Separation, Anxiety and Anger (vol 2) (London, Hogarth Press, 
1973) and Attachment and Loss: Loss, Sadness and Depression (vol 3) (London, Hogarth Press, 1980). 
158  &$ +XWFKHUVRQ (0 6HSSDOD DQG -- *URVV µ/RYLQJ-kindness Meditation Increases Social 
&RQQHFWLRQ¶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cited in Howe (n 139) 145. 
161 Ibid. 
 ZDUPWK FDULQJ DQG SURWHFWLYHQHVV¶162 7KH\ ZHUH YDOXHG IRU EHLQJ µ«IDLU, fatherly, 
very uQGHUVWDQGLQJ DQG UHVSHFWIXO¶, with some clients quoted as saying that the 
PHGLDWRUZDVµ«FDOPLQJDQGWUXVWZRUWK\«¶DQGµ«QRWJRLQJWROHWDQ\WKLQJhappen 
RUOHWDQ\RQHVD\DQ\WKLQJ¶163 
 
E.  The Components of Empathy 
Empathy can be divided into two main categories: µDIIHFWLYH¶ and µcognitive¶ 
empathy. Affective empathy, also called µemotional¶, µmirrored¶ or µprimitive¶ 
empathy, refers to automatic components involving reflex responses rather than 
reflection and cognition.164 An example is µemotion contagion¶165 where, through loss 
or absence of self-other boundary, one catches otherV¶ emotions. This can result in 
µpersonal distress¶, in the sense of an emotional, DYHUVLYHUHVSRQVHWRDQRWKHU¶VUHDORU
imagined upset in a self-preoccupied manner.166 An example would be a hysterical 
UHDFWLRQ WR WKH VLJKW RI DQRWKHU¶V EORRG ORVV DW WKH VFHQH RI DQ DFFLGHQW  $IIHFWLYH
empathy is enhanced the by closeness and quality of relationship between giver and 
UHFHLYHUOHDGLQJWRµWKHEOXUULQJRIVHOIDQGRWKHU¶167 
µSympathy¶ IURPWKH*UHHNµIHHOLQJZLWK¶has been used synonymously with 
affective empathy.168 However, it is now more commonly described as spontaneous 
FRQFHUQ IRU DQRWKHU¶V GLVWUHVV as opposed to an understanding of the experience 
causing the upset.169 Further, it overlaps with µempathic concern¶:170 a spontaneous 
desire that motivates towards helping another in need.  Unlike personal distress it is 
often the springboard for altruistic behaviour; in our hypothetical accident this person 
responds by calling an ambulance and comforting the injured. 
Whereas affective empathy is reactive and immediate, cognitive empathy 
requires reflection, effort and control and clear self-other differentiation.  It requires 
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163 Ibid, 203. 
164 Baron-Cohen (n 136). 
165 See n 96. 
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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 the capacity for µself-awareness¶ and µself-empathy¶: an ability to recognise, observe 
and evaluate personal thoughts and feelings non-judgementally and, importantly for 
mediation, to identify personal triggers and self-other boundaries.171 It includes the 
key capacity for µemotion regulation¶, which as we shall see172 denotes a range of 
strategies for appropriately managing, containing and expressing emotion. Another 
cognitive empathy component is perspective taking, which, crucially, enables 
thinking DERXW ZKDW WKH ZRUOG PLJKW ORRN OLNH IURP DQRWKHU¶V stance. Perspective 
taking is an effortful, imaginative and comparative process of shifting back and forth 
between self-SHUVSHFWLYHWKLQNLQJDERXWRQH¶VRZQSDVWH[SHULHQFHVLQFOLQDWLRQDQG
responses) and other-SHUVSHFWLYHXVLQJNQRZOHGJHDERXWWKHSHUVRQ¶s characteristics 
and context). It also draws on general information to inform the particular situation.173 
 There is much debate about what should and should not be included in a 
definition of empathy. In our view, it requires an integration and congruence of head, 
heart and good intention. 7KLV µKHDG-KHDUW¶ RU µJXW-EUDLQ¶ FRQWLQXXP LV FOHDU LQ
empathic communication, which is automatic yet potentially enhanced by conscious 
learning. People can be taught to improve the listening skills and µUDSSRUW¶ which are 
essential for relating to others.174 Cognitive empathy is reflected in the ability to 
YHUEDOLVH FKHFN DQG TXHVWLRQ WKH DFFXUDF\ RI RQH¶V XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI DQRWKHU¶V
experience and to use non-verbal communication in a considered, deliberate and 
targeted way.  
In the health sector empathy as a blend of reason and emotion has been termed 
µLQWHOOLJHQW NLQGQHVV¶175 It is offered for people with Autistic Spectrum Disorder176 
and may also help people with personality-disordered traits. 177  It is implicit in 
diversity training and anti-bullying initiatives. These skills can be also be practised by 
mediators and supported and developed within disputants as we discuss later. 
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F.  Motivation and the Effort of Empathy 
Whereas affective empathy is automatic, the components of cognitive empathy are 
demanding and often subject to failure.  Preston argues that, whilst we may attempt to 
LPDJLQHDQRWKHU¶VH[SHULHQFHEDVHGRQRXURZn, we can only be sure of accuracy if 
the other gives feedback.178 We often make mistakes: there is a tendency to stereotype 
individuals who are different from ourselves and, conversely, the risk of false 
assumption that someone perceived as similar to ourselves will respond as perhaps we 
think we might.  As Coplan says, µ7RVWD\IRFXVHGRQWKHWDUJHWLQGLYLdual and move 
us beyond our own experiences, perspective taking requires mental flexibility and 
relies on regulatory mechanisms to modulate our level of affective arousal and 
VXSSUHVVRXURZQSHUVSHFWLYHV¶.179 
 
G.  Empathy in Mediation and the Role of Emotion Regulation 
While mediation is often seen as part of the justice system, it can also be viewed as a 
psychological intervention that enables disputants to give and receive empathy.  We 
now argue that this is linked to emotion regulation provided by both process and 
mediator. Emotion and cognition are inseparable and down-regulation of negative 
emotion increases the ability for perspective-taking. Disputants then become 
motivated and enabled to develop empathy. The resultant connections and mutual 
understandings will then help lead to sustainable agreements. 
 
  
IV EMOTION REGULATION 
 
A. Emotion Regulation in Theory 
The recent DQG µVOLSSHU\ concept RI µHPRWLRQ UHJXODWLRQ¶ 180  recognises that 
individuals need to manage, adapt and express emotions in an appropriate and 
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 acceptable way, by µ«VKDSLQJZKLFKHPRWLRQVRQHKDVZKHQRQHKDVWKHPDQGKRZ
RQHH[SHULHQFHVRUH[SUHVVHVWKHVHHPRWLRQV¶.181 Emotion regulation can be intrinsic, 
as when the individual regulates his own emotion, or extrinsic, as in seeking to 
influeQFH DQRWKHU¶V HPRWLRQDO VWDWH IRU H[DPSOH D SDUHQW FDOPLQJ D WHDUIXO FKLOG. 
Frequently it is both, as where the emotional landscape of the parent is altered by the 
change in the child.182 
 Gross also describes HPRWLRQ UHJXODWLRQ¶V µimpact on emotion dynamiFV¶183 
This affects various aspects of emotion, including both how an emotion is 
experienced in mind and body and how it is communicated. There are differences in 
the time taken for emotion to surface and in development, duration, intensity and 
expression. Different processes may EHHQJDJHGWRDOWHUµWKHHPRWLRQDOWUDMHFWRU\¶184 
These can be automatic or controlled or ERWKµ«a continuum of emotion regulation 
possibilities that range from explicit, conscious, effortful, and controlled regulation to 
implicit, XQFRQVFLRXVHIIRUWOHVVDQGDXWRPDWLFUHJXODWLRQ¶185 
In this connection, Gross proposes five µIDPLOLHV¶ RI HPRWLRQ UHJXODWLRQ
processes, categorised according to the point at which the emotion is generated. Early 
processes anticipate emotions; then come real-time reactions to current emotions; 
these are followed by responses after emotion is experienced.  Briefly, the groups 
work as follows, with examples from a workplace setting:  
x Situation selection:  anticipatory avoidance of situations likely to arouse negative 
emotions and seeking out others which might bring relief (for instance by 
delaying meeting a difficult colleague or by offloading to workmates around the 
water cooler). 
x Situation modification: changing an aspect of the situation itself (for instance 
having to attend and bringing along a friendly workmate for moral support). 
x Attentional deployment: thinking about something else (for instance by lingering 
over agenda items to avoid controversial ones; or by considering something 
pleasant like a good dinner and bottle of wine waiting at home). 
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 x Cognitive changeDOWHULQJRQH¶VWKLQNLQJDERXWRQH¶VRZQWKRXJKWVDQGIHHOLQJV
or about a situation through reappraisal, distancing or use of humour in order to 
change its emotional significance. These strategies can be employed to help 
down-regulate negative emotion (µthe meeting is only half an hour¶; µVKH¶VPRUH
nervous than I am¶).186 
x Response modulation: engaging in behavioural techniques such as relaxation and 
breathing exercises or, more negatively, the use of drugs and alcohol. It also 
includes emotional suppression.  Examples include smiling although feeling angry 
and upset, and back home, pouring a glass of wine. 
Observations about the value of emotion regulation for judges187 seem doubly 
apposite for mediators and their clients. To return to our introduction, if it is important 
for a sole judicial decision-maker to notice, manage, learn from and regulate her 
emotions, how much more so for mediators working with non-judicial decision-
makers in conflict? While to those with legal training this may seem unachievable,188 
mediation abounds with examples of settlement or, better, transformation. That 
suggests that achieving emotion regulation is an essential part of the mediation 
process, albeit that mediators may not always conceptualise their role in these terms. 
In the pages which follow we shall investigate how this may be achieved. 
 
B. Emotion Regulation in Mediation Practice 
We now describe a standard mediation process through the lens of the above research 
on empathy and emotion regulation.189   
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i. Pre-mediation 
Mediators commonly start by meeting disputants individually.190 Each party may have 
constructed and become locked into an emotional narrative and mythology, oft-
rehearsed DQGµWLJKWO\ZRYHQ¶191 through repetition. This may be the first opportunity 
for disputants to have their story heard. They are likely to be experiencing negative 
emotions such as anger, rage, fear, sadness and disappointment. In this meeting they 
should experience empathy: a self-aware mediator will listen non-judgmentally with 
an attitude of acceptance and respect.192 In this way, rapport and trust are achieved 
and a sense of emotional safety created. The pre-mediation meeting provides a forum 
for disclosure and reappraisal, which promotes the process of perspective taking as 
described above. 193  This is achieYHG WKURXJK WKH PHGLDWRU¶V XVH RI RSHQ DQG
exploratory questions. 
When a disputant offers an observation accompanied by an evaluation, the 
mediator can invite reflection on alternative explanations. Raising questions in a 
factual yet empathic manner, from a position of curiosity rather than challenge, can 
sow seeds of uncertainty that may lead a person to review their opening position. 
Explaining the mediation process alerts parties to the fact that they may discover 
previously unknown information.  This in itself can be viewed DV µDQWLFLSDWRU\
UHDSSUDLVDO¶194 Appropriate questions may also assist the rehearsal of strategy: for 
H[DPSOHWKHPHGLDWRUPD\DVNµ,IWKHRWKHUSDUW\VD\Vthis «KRZGo you think you 
ZLOO UHDFW"¶7KHDQVZHUPD\SURPSWGLVFXVVLRQRQ the choice of emotion regulation 
strategy and, crucially, include reassurances that the mediator will manage the process 
so as to prevent harm. 
By the end of this meeting, a skilful mediator will have established rapport 
through empathic attunement and communication; and will be perceived by the 
                                                        
190 Although less common in commercial and court-annexed mediation, this practice is typical in the 
fields of family, employment and community mediation. See & ,UYLQH µ,QWDNH ,QWHUYLHZV LQ )DPLO\
0HGLDWLRQ6RPH7KRXJKWVIURP6FRWODQG¶April 2003) Mediation in Practice 12 and available from 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1823327 
191 See IIC and Winslade and Monk (n 27) above 
192 DHVFULEHGDVµ7KH0HGLDWRU¶V³3UHVHQFH´¶%RZOLQJDQG+RIIman (n 112) 21. 
193 See Jones and Bodtker (n 93) and the discussion of perspective taking at Section IIIE above. 
194 Maroney (n 187) 1517-1521 explains how doctors prepare to cope with emotionally challenging 
VLWXDWLRQV VXFK DV LQIRUPLQJ UHODWLYHV RI D SDWLHQW¶V GHDWK E\ WHOOLQJ WKHPVHOYHV WKDW WKH\ DUH
SURIHVVLRQDOVGRLQJDMRE6KHFDOOVWKLVµDQWLFLSDWRU\UHDSSUDLVDO¶EHFDXVHLWXVXDOO\RFFXUVLQDGYDQFH
of the encounter and reduces the prospect of experiencing distressing emotions.  In the same way 
parties can be prepared for mediation by viewing it as a necessary step on the path to resolution.  
 disputant as trustworthy and capable of steering him or her safely through difficult 
emotional waters.  Akin to early life attachment described above,195 the disputant can 
start to experience curiosity rather than fear, and may come to realise that the other 
SDUW\WRRKDVDµVWRU\¶, that µULJKWDQGZURQJ¶ may not be the issue, that the currency 
and language are of feeling as much as fact, and that the mediator can display 
empathy without taking sides.  This creates the conditions for problem-solving and 
negotiation, key goals of the mediation process. 
The meeting usually ends with the decision to go ahead with mediation.  This 
can be described as a form of µVLWXDWLRQVHOHFWLRQ¶,196 where disputants agree to meet 
in a controlled environment. The mediation environment can also be considered 
µVLWXDWLRQPRGLILFDWLRQ¶,197 in that the participants are regulating potentially negative 
emotions by choosing a prescribed process made secure by the presence of an 
empathic third party.  
 
ii. Joint session 
When the parties finally meet up, the introduction is critical.198 It can be understood 
DVD IRUPRIµSULPLQJ¶SURSRVLQJ WKDWGLVSXWDQWV OLVWHQZLWKRXW LQWHUUXSWLRQDQGXVH
respectful language, RUDOHUWLQJWKHPWRWKHSRVVLELOLW\RIµWLPHRXW¶DVLPSOHVLWXDWLRQ
modification). The mediator reassures angry and fearful disputants that they will be 
heard but remain emotionally unharmed; implicit is the assurance that if either party is 
unable to regulate their emotions the mediator can be trusted to manage the situation. 
6RPH PHGLDWRUV WDON RI µPRGHOOLQJ¶ calmness by their tone of voice and posture, 
suggesting an important role for the physical dimensions of mediation practice.199   
The session continues with each person hearing the other. Listening without 
interrupting resembles an act of empathy and KHOSVUHJXODWHWKHVSHDNHU¶VHPRWLRQV. 
True, the listening party is engaging in emotion suppression; in the long run this can 
be detrimental to wellbeing, cognitive capacity and memory.200 However, here it is 
short-term and the listener can anticipate their own opportunity to speak. 
                                                        
195 See above at Section IIID. 
196 See above at Section IVA. 
197 Ibid. 
198 JP Folger and RA%%XVKµ7UDQVIRUPDWLYH0HGLDWLRQDQG7KLUG-Party Intervention: Ten Hallmarks 
RID7UDQVIRUPDWLYH$SSURDFKWR3UDFWLFH¶Mediation Quarterly 263, 266. 
199 See Beausoleil and LeBaron (n 130). 
200 Gross (n 181) 10-11. 
 At this initial stage disputants are often invited to address the mediator rather 
than engage directly with the other party. This can reinforce the sense of being 
empathised with; as Johnson says, µWithout DJUHHLQJZLWKDSDUW\¶VVWRU\RUDSSHDULQJ
to take sides, an emotionally competent mediator can acknowledge the fundamental 
QHHG WREHKHDUG¶201 In addition, eye contact between parties can be confrontational 
and this strategy may help regulate anger and fear.  
The mediator then summarises what the disputants have said, reflecting events 
and feelings as accurately as possible while simultaneously reframing and defusing 
provocative language.202 By the end of this phase those involved will have had the 
RSSRUWXQLW\ SHUKDSV IRU WKH ILUVW WLPH WR HQJDJHZLWK WKHRWKHU¶VSHUVSHFWLYH LQ DQ
emotionally-regulated environment. This brings new emotional and factual data into 
play. 
As mediation progresses, parties may begin to address each other directly. 
&RQFHVVLRQV PDGH RU UHFLSURFDWHG DUH H[DPSOHV RI µVLWXDWLRQ PRGLILFDWLRQ¶ ZKHUH 
SHRSOH FRQWULEXWH WR HDFK RWKHU¶V HPRWLRQ UHJXODWLRQ203 At this stage the mediator 
continues to provide extrinsic support, down-regulating negative and up-regulating 
positive emotion by giving and modelling empathy, asking relevant questions and 
deploying attention. 
In short, mediation offers disputants opportunities to appreciate both events and 
emotions behind HDFK RWKHU¶V SHUVSHFWLYH LQ RWKHU ZRUGV WR H[SHULHQFH HPSDWK\
New data can be used to reassess judgements and reappraise stories, leading to a 
novel, mutually acceptable narrative. Mediation is rarely linear in progress. It can feel 
likHµRQHVWHSIRUZDUGRQHVWHSEDFN¶ The hope is for emotion regulation gradually to 
become intrinsic to the parties, accompanying a move into sustained empathy. 
As parties give and receive empathy there may come a point where one party 
saysµVRZKDWFDQZHGR"¶ and the other makes a positive response. While each wants 
a solution for herself it starts to make sense to accommodate the other. We see 
evidence of empathic concern and the surfacing of what Rosenberg describes as 
µJLYLQJIURPWKHKHDUW¶.204  There can be a tangible generation of positive emotions. 
The energy in the room may change dramatically, accompanied by a sense of 
                                                        
201 Johnson et al (n 115) 160. 
202 Depending on the mediation tradition. Bush and Folger (n 26) view re-framing as disempowering to 
disputants, robbing them of the agency implicit in choosing their own words. 
203 3DUWRI0D\HU¶VµHPRWLRQDOGLPHQVLRQ¶RIFRQIOLFWUHVROXWLRQ- Mayer (n 19). 
204 MB Rosenberg, Nonviolent Communication: A Language of Life (Encinitas, CA, Puddledancer 
Press, 2005) 1. 
 gratitude, relief, release and even humour. With new emotional and cognitive 
understandings, the disputants are poised to reach agreement. 
 
C. (PRWLRQ5HJXODWLRQZLWKµ+LJK&RQIOLFW3HRSOH¶205 
So far we have described a successful mediation experience. Most mediators, 
however, encounter situations in which one or both parties have little or no degree of 
empathy.206  In spite of the support offered some disputants seem unable to adopt 
successful emotional regulation strategies or grasp WKH RWKHU¶V SHUVSHFWLYH Such 
people struggle with emotion regulation.207 This also applies to people with insecure 
attachment styles: who are either worried that an attachment figure will be 
unresponsive in times of need (anxious attachment) or distrusting of an attachment 
ILJXUH¶VJRRGZLOODQGFDSDFLW\WRUHVSRQG (attachment-related avoidance).208 
In this connection Eddy proposes various techniques for dealing with what he 
WHUPV µKLJK FRQIOLFW SHRSOH¶, including the EAR (Empathy, Attention and Respect) 
strategy. 209  Broadly, EAR affirms the need to make a conscious effort to 
communicate empathically with such people, who can often be extremely irritating 
and unpleasant. Attending through respectful listening is an important component of 
empathic communication. These techniques assist mediators to support emotion 
regulation in volatile circumstances and to secure agreement where perspective taking 
is unlikely to occur. Furthermore, they underline the fact that mediation can be 
challenging and that empathy is at the core of practice. Mediators must regulate their 
own emotions in order to relate empathically to these clients. We explain this more 
fully in the next section.   
                                                        
205 For a fuller explanation of this term see www.highconflictinstitute.com. 
206 Baron-Cohen (n 136). 
207 0 6FKLSSHU DQG )3HWHUPDQQ µRelating empathy and emotion regulation: do deficits in empathy 
trigger emotion dysregulation?¶Social Neuroscience 101 
208 Anxious attachment LV UHODWHG WR µGLVWUHVV LQWHQVLILFDWLRQ¶ RQ WKH HPRWLRQ JULG VHH 6HFWLRQ IID 
above, Figures 1 and 2) we hypothesise that anxiously-attached people will be placed in the high 
volume and high intensity quadrant. Conversely, attachment-related avoidance is linked with 
µHPRWLRQDOLQKLELWLRQ¶36KDYHUDQG00LNXOLQFHUµ$GXOW$WWDFKPHQWDQG(PRWLRQ5HJXODWLRQ¶LQ--
Gross (ed) Handbook of Emotion Regulation, 2nd edn, (New York, The Guilford Press 2014)); such 
people will probably present at low volume, masking suppressed emotional intensity. 
209  See www.highconflictinstitute.com. See also W Eddy, :KDW¶V <RXU 3URSRVDO" 6KLIWLQJ +LJK 
Conflict People from Blaming to Problem Solving in 30 Seconds (Scottsdale, AZ, Unhooked Books, 
2014)  
 Eddy¶V DSSURDFK offers mediators an opportunity to engage in their own 
anticipatory reappraisal. 210   They can reflect on what is likely to be their default 
response to a high conflict individual and prepare a more helpful alternative: 
essentially not taking it personally and focusing on problem-solving.211. He highlights 
the need for both empathy and emotion regulation with High Conflict People. Yet 
sometimes mediation can be successful even in cases of low mediator empathy and 
emotion regulation; for instance, some disputants may fortuitously possess sufficient 
resilience and emotional intelligence to achieve resolution for themselves within the 
parameters of the process. Nonetheless we argue for the utility of both mediator 
empathy and emotion regulation in all conflict situations, even when their lack is 
masked in this way, and should be aspired to as a standard of good practice.  
 
D.  Emotion Regulation and Mediators 
Emotion regulation is equally important for mediators, who must find ways of 
recognising and managing internal personal triggers alongside extrinsically 
challenging scenarios. Mediation organisations often support this process, for 
example by providing training in aspects of self-development. A key aim is to 
improve the ability for self-reflection, enabling the mediator to understand her own 
response tendencies and develop skills for connecting with clients. Supervision 
sessions encourage cognitive reappraisal through disclosure; mindfulness practice has 
been found particularly useful by some mediators.212 
In some professions, especially those where the culture of supervision and 
support is largely absent, professionalism can be used as a form of anticipatory 
FRJQLWLYHUHDSSUDLVDOHIIHFWLYHO\VD\LQJ WRRQHVHOI µ,DPDSURIHVVLRQDOFDUU\LQJRXW
P\ MRE¶ DQG WKHUHE\ QRW experiencing distress.213  However, over-reliance on this 
strategy risks a level of detachment akin to avoidance or suppression, which is 
ultimately counter-productive for professional and client. The same would apply to 
mediation. 
McCluskey suggests that professional relationships with clients subject to stress 
and fear can result in potentially powerful dynamics in which the professional 
                                                        
210 See Maroney (n 194). 
211 $VH[SUHVVHGE\WKHWLWOHµ:KDW¶V<RXU3URSRVDO"¶- Eddy (n 209). 
212 7)LVKHUµ:KR¶VMinding the Mediator? Mindfulness in MediatioQ¶ (2003) 5 ADR Bulletin 1 and 
available at: http://epublications.bond.edu.au/adr/vol5/iss10/1. 
213 Maroney (n 187) 1517,  
 becomes the attachment figure. In this role, if she shows empathy, she supports 
emotion regulation WRWKHSRLQWZKHUHWKHFOLHQW¶VDWWDFKPHQWQHHGVDUHPHWDOORZing 
the client to reconnect with cognitive problem-solving abilities and inner 
resourcefulness. McCluskey calls this µgoal corrected empathic attunement¶. 214 
Awareness of this dynamic may be helpful in mediation.  It also underlines further the 
need for self-awareness and recognition of WKHµSXOO¶H[HUWHGE\GLVWUHVVHGFOLHQWV 
 
 
V. CONCLUSION 
 
Like lawyers, mediators faced with emotions have a range of options.  On the one 
hand, they can ignore emotions in the hope that they will go away.215 On the other 
hand, they can acknowledge them; they can enquire further about them (opening up 
emotion as a topic for discussion); and they can display empathy. 
In our review of the mediation literature we find strong support for the latter 
option.  A growing chorus of writers has called for mediators to become more 
emotionally literate, some drawing on the appraisal theorists216 for useful models. In 
this chapter we have focussed on the related concepts of empathy and emotion 
regulation, viewing mediation as a valuable opportunity to assist parties with both.  
Empathy could be seen as the oil in the machine of emotion regulation.  Happily 
empathy is woven into everyday life.  Humans seem programmed both to experience 
and generate it.  This may be one reason for the common mediation training 
LQMXQFWLRQWRµEH\RXUVHOI¶  
A number of commentators have drawn attention to a growing urge for 
mediation to professionalise on legal lines. 217  Yet the wish for intellectual and 
commercial credibility can work against empathy and emotional literacy.  The notion 
of professional distance; the commitment to neutrality; the privileging of rationality 
over emotion; all may lead mediators (like lawyers before them) to eschew emotions.  
                                                        
214 U McCluskey, To Be Met as a Person (London, Karnac Books, 2005) 2. 
215 µ,I>EHKDYLRXUDOH[SUHVVLRQVRIHPRWLRQ@DUHLQKLELWHGWKHHPRWLRQLWVHOIZLOOEHPXWHG¶- Gross (n 7) 
504. 
216 See text at IID and accompanying footnotes. 
217  E Lieberman, Y Foux-/HY\ DQG 3 6HJDO µ%H\RQG %DVLF 7UDLQLQJ $ 0RGHO IRU 'HYHORSLQJ
0HGLDWRU &RPSHWHQFH¶   Conflict Resolution Quarterly 237,  /DQGH µLawyering and 
0HGLDWLRQ¶Q. 
 Some do.218 We counsel against this approach.  To do so is potentially to lose a rich 
source of data; Lazarus calls emotions µWKHZLVGRPRIWKHDJHV¶219 
Rather, we propose the opposite direction of travel, where those involved in the 
MXVWLFH V\VWHP µSHHN RYHr the feQFH¶ at mediation.  While mediation is still at a 
relatively early stage in its understanding of emotion, many mediation practitioners 
have developed practical VNLOOVLQWKHDUHDZKDW6FKRQPLJKWGHVFULEHDVµNQRZLQJ in 
DFWLRQ¶.220  This may explain the popularity of mediation training among lawyers.  
+HUHLVDZRUOGLQZKLFKWKHLUFOLHQWV¶DQGWKHLURZQHPRWLRQVDUHDFFHSWHGZRUNHG
with, learned from and regulated.  A course in mediation is likely to enhance their 
tolerance for and comfort with emotional information, surely of value both in the 
courtroom and in face to face work with clients.    
In this way, lawyers may come to view mediation as a key resource in 
developing their own emotional skills.  This will enhance, not diminish the cause of 
justice.  As Benjamin Disraeli saidµ1HYHUDSRORJLVHIRUVKRZLQJIHHOLQJZKHQ\RX
GRVR\RXDSRORJLVHIRUWKHWUXWK¶.221 
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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American Psychologist 819, 820. 
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